
Leap*
Minutes of the meeting of the Board held on the 26th February 2020
The Windsor Room, The Gateway, Gatehouse Road, Aylesbury HP19 8FF

Attendance:

Apologies:

No. Item

Leap Board: Sue Imbriano (Chair), Linda Plowright (Senior Independent Director),

Yvette Thomas, Amanda Wright, Thomas Godfrey Dr. Martin McElhatton OBE, Simon

DeMaid and Will Rysdale (AVDC).

Leap Executive: Mark Ormerod (Minutes), Mark Stokes, Andrea Healy and

Chris Gregory, Abbi McKane (item 10 onwards) and Kirsty Ingham (Item 10 onwards).

Lee Mason, Colin Howe.

Action

1. Welcome & Introductions

I. Sl welcomed everyone to the meeting, and introductions were made for Simon DeMaid.

2. Apologies were received from Lee Mason and Colin Howe
3. Sl wanted to record the delight of the Board that MMc had been bestowed an OBE in the

new year's honours.
4. SI offered thanks from the Board to WR for his huge assistance over the past 3 years.

5. Sl offered special thanks to be recorded for Stacey Gunther who had relocated with her

family after 11 years with Leap.

2. Declarations of Interest

1. SI highlighted her trustee role for the Active Partnerships Network.

2. No other declarations were made.

3. Chair's Activities

l. SI highlighted her involvement in various engagements representing Leap, including Active

Partnership AGM, National Development Day and the Safeguarding Review with the

NSPCC.

4. Balanced Scorecard

I. The Board asked for Inward Investment figures from 'non-core' sources to be presented

separately, AH AGREED to address this. AH

2. Sl queried KPI 2 and suggested that the 'target' figure should be presented as the

maximum threshold, AH AGREED to amend this. AH

3. KPI 7, MO reported on the latest stakeholder satisfaction survey and reported an

improvement from 61 to 70 (national av. 59).

4. KPI 15, Sl questioned whether 'effectiveness' is the correct descriptor, AH AGREED to

explore alternatives. AH

5. Finance Reporting

l. AH introduced the finance report which reflected the Q3 financial position. The Board were

pleased that the inward investment target for 2019/20 was ahead of target, although

additional funding secured from Sport England will alter the KPI I in Q4.
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2. AH verbally updated the Board, and explained that amber RAGS reflected payments waiting

to clear from Sport England
3. Board members asked for some additional commentary where funding had been secured

by Leap, particularly where this was not network-wide, and from sources other than Sport

England. AH AGREED to provide this in future.
4. CH had met with AH and MO, and has been invited to attend a future management team

meeting.
5. Given Leap's various successes in programme development and securing inward

investment the issue was raised as to whether resource should be focused on exploring

collaborative bids beyond Sport England with other Active Partnerships, thus providing a MO/AH

blended learning experience for investors, MO and AH AGREED to investigate.

6. Risk Management

1. MO introduced the register of risks, and Sl reiterated that it was the Board's responsibility
to own the risks as well as the Leap Executive.

2. MMc raised Risk 3 and MO explained Leap's position regarding the new Unitary Council,
and our continued hosted arrangement. MO explained that AVDC would cease to exist at
the end of March 2020, and all Leap staff would be transferred to Buckinghamshire Council
under TUPE. Describing the mitigation MO explained that Leap staff had been party to all
updates via AVDC, and a key meeting was scheduled with Richard Barker and Sophie
Payne, with the whole Leap team and some Board members later in the day. MO also
explained he is working directly with Sport England regarding the novation of the funding

agreement from AVDC to BC.
3. Risk 8 was discussed, and MS updated that through successful bidding, the financial

shortfall of previous years in the CYP area have been addressed through additional funding
secured from Sport England and DfE (community use of schools, satellite clubs and Lead
the Way).

4. Sl flagged risk 2 and AGREED to work with MO to reactivate MP engagement following the
major changes to parliamentary members across the county. SI/MO

External Evaluation of the Board

I. SI thanked LP for her input leading the production of the ITQ.
2. MO spoke to the paper highlighting the need for a consultant to be appointed before April

2020, something the timetable allowed for.
3. MO explained that 6 consultants had been sent the ITQ and the deadline for submissions

is 13 March 2020.
4. MMc suggested that a summary of submissions was shared with Board members, with the

driving principles for selection based on useful information and being economically
pragmatic. LP AGREED to do this.

8. Children & Young People Update

1. MS presented a detailed presentation on the recent Bucks & MK PE and Sport Conference,
CYP Active Lives, and the community use of schools audit.

2. Key points from the presentation included 59 primary schools and 49 secondary schools
attended the Conference earlier in February.

3. MS outlined the role for Leap in the Side-by-Side programme and Leap's position as
network champion for sport, physical activity and PE.

4. Recently published results from the Active Lives Survey for CYP demonstrates changes in
participation and some significant fluctuations. MS advised that we should await the 3rd
set of data when trend analysis will be more accurate. YT enquired whether the results had
been shared with key council colleagues; CG confirmed that the report had been shared
with the DPH and DCS in both Bucks and Milton Keynes.

5. MS described the individual Active Lives reports sent to schools as a source of highly useful
information with regard to school improvement. Unfortunately, these are not shared
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directly with Leap MS AGREED to raise access to reports at the next national meeting the
following day. MS

6. MMc asked whether the results from the survey can be used to affect behaviour change,
particularly in relation to Active Environments and linked to global social movements which
young people are very engaged in, MS/MO agreed to investigate MS/MO

7. MO AGREED to share the presentations with the minutes. MO

9. Leap Year Update

1. Kl walked Board members through a history of the banding from Bucks Sport to Leap.
2. Key to our 20th Birthday and the celebration of the Leap Year was the opportunity to

amplify the messaging around some Of Leap's successes which have been significant in the
past 20 years.

3. Kl explained reverse-birthday cards will be sent to key stakeholders. TG suggested adding
inserts highlighting some of Leap's key SUccesses, Kl AGREED to explore this.

4. Kl described the video which was being produced as part of the 20th birthday celebrations,
and would form part of the portfolio shared publicly on the 29th Feb. MMc questioned
whether imagery was representative, which Kl confirmed.

5. SDM asked whether the Leap brand was protected. MO was unsure whether the Leap ident
was trademarked, SDM offered to have this investigated, KI AGREED to follow up on this.

6. Sl thanked Kirsty for her presentation

10. Bringing our work to Life — Moving Minds

1. Sl welcomed AMC to the meeting.
2. AMC walked the Board through a presentation on the work she leads around mental

health, one of Leap's key strategic challenges. AMC outlined the funding secured from
MIND (national) for Buckinghamshire and the Milton Keynes Community Foundation, then
matched with (Sport England) Sporting Mind funding. This has led to some poignant life
stories emerging from the 150 workforce so far trained in Mental Health Awareness for
Physical Activity through the funding.

3. TG recommended a contact from the Campaign Against Living Miserably (CALM) who he
would introduce to AMC.

4. MMc recommended his colleague Charlie Bethel from UK Men's Sheds. MMc added that

there was scope to develop an accreditation for individual coaches and leaders. AMc/CG

AGREED to investigate what may be in the national pipeline.

11. Safeguarding

1. Sl and MS fed back on the previous day's annual safeguarding review with the NSPCC and

Sport England. Initial comments back from the review were positive, the formal evaluation

will follow.

2. WR who chaired the Aylesbury Vale Safeguarding Board, praised MS on his commitment

and expertise on the group.

3. Future Board training will be reviewed and form part of the safeguarding action plan. MS

AGREED to explore this for the next meeting.

4. Safeguard training for Board members would be explored, with the option of this being

completed remotely MS to explore.

12. Minutes from the last meeting

I. The minutes of the meeting were agreed as correct and signed by the Chair.

TG/AMc

MMc/AMc

AMc/CG

MS

MS
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13. Matters Arising from the meeting 15 th October 2019

I. No issues were flagged from matters arising.

14. Any other business

1. MO flagged the Active Partnerships National Convention, which he, SI, LM, and a large
majority of the team would be attending.

2. MO offered to host the next Board meeting in Milton Keynes, and invite a key speaker
involved in the European City of Sport.

3. WR offered his praise to Leap, and commended the organisation on the breadth, quality
and impact of its work.

4. MMc thanked MO for his involvement on the consultation around the stadium
development.

5. SDM fagged the next meeting was in half-term, and he was unavailable. MO would look for
alternative dates, but allow for a majority decision/availability. MO

15. Date of Next Meeting: 27 May 2020 (14:30 - 21:30), Board Away Day

Dates of future board meetings

2020 2021

27 January
27 May
09 September

The meeting closed at 12:45

Item 4 — Performance Management
Balanced Scorecard

Item 5 - Finance Report
Budget Report (period to 30 January 2020)

Item 6 — Risk Management
Risk management Plan

Item 7 — Governance

External Evaluation of the Board — ITQ

Item 12 — Minutes — for agreement and signing

Item 13 — Matters arising paper


